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FRESH NEW ARTIST, ORIGINAL STYLE- Dirty South meets East Coast, West Coast, and any other

region you can think of. If you want to hear well thought, well rounded, and intense lyrics, this is the album

for you. Hot production from 8 different producers, al 14 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP HOP/RAP:

Hip Hop Details: BLIZM Just who is this new artist, and where did he emerge from? Well actually, he isn't

a new artist at all. But we are getting ahead of ourselves. Inspired by artist such as OutKast, Tupac

Shakur, J.T. Money, Scarface, Donny Hathaway, Bobby Womack, The Winans, and Richard Pryor, you

can expect his music to be one thing: ORIGINAL! With fresh, well thought lyrics that are grounded and

intense, he will make you want to listen to him. Infectious hooks, mixed with an array of dramatic

production, plus an uncanny ability to collaborate with any artist, any style, from any region, makes his

music enjoyable, well rounded and HOT! Originally from North Florida, but now residing in Atlanta, BLIZM

is well known in the underground music scene. This rapper, producer, songwriter, and Pro Tools engineer

is nothing short of a musical phenomenon. He has released three full lenght independant albums:

BLUEPRINTS TO MY BRAIN (1999) THE SUBTERRANEAN LP (2001) SOUTH PARK: SUPA HARD

(2003) Now in 2005, he is set to release his latest and most definitive album:

-------------------------"UNLISTED"----------------------------- He has already created a buzz with his new lead

single "You Don't Come Around" and gained major airplay on Atlanta's Hot 107.9 "Dig IT or Dish It" for

several weeks, where he recieved an overwhelmingly positive response from the public. So take a listen

to some true unsigned hype. You ready to ride?
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